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SPO Global, Inc.
Well Positioned for Strategic Growth in 2019

SPO Global, Inc. is a diversified holding company whose strategic plan is to
acquire interests in young businesses, and provide financing, advice and
guidance to assist them in realizing their potential. The Company’s
subsidiary, Wine on Tap, Inc., acquired specific assets of Wine Stream Inc.
including key personnel and intellectual property, licensing and franchise
rights. The Company will be able to utilize the strategic partnerships and
relationships already in place to offer the same high-quality products already
offered in Florida by Wine Stream.
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Recent SPOM Headline News
SPO Global Announces First Distributor Order Outside Florida
WOBURN, Mass., (GLOBE NEWSWIRE)
SPO GLOBAL, INC announced that the Company has received its first
significant order from a distributor outside of Florida.
The order of 500 kegs is an initial order from a distributor in the
Southeastern United States. The immediate demand will be fulfilled using
the Tampa operations and will be serviced in the future through the location
identified for the Atlanta winery or a location currently being discussed that
would be even closer to the distributor.
“We are honored to receive our first significant order outside of the State of
Florida and look forward to servicing this distributor’s needs in the future.
Offering wine in a keg ensures fresh wine throughout, prevents spoilage,
waste and eliminates the glass and trash footprint from traditional bottle
usage. Our products and pricing give us a very advantageous position in the
wine by the glass market. The kegged wine industry is both an economic
and environmentally solid business opportunity” stated Max Bosciano, CEO.

This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In particular,
when used in the preceding discussion, the words "believes," "expects," "intends," "plans," "anticipates," or "may," and similar conditional
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Any statements made in this release other than those of historical fact,
about an action, event or development, are forward looking statements. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors, which may cause the results to be materially different than those expressed or implied in such statements.
StockVest was paid 650,000 restricted shares by SPO Global, Inc. for 90 days of service on March 22, 2019.
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